
FireMaster Overhead
Upward facing exhaust pipes present problems to all exhaust gas extraction
systems. But not with our FireMaster Overhead – here is an intelligent solution 
for every problem. 
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FireMaster Ground
Underfloor system with underground extraction pipes and short
hoses with exhaust extractors. This reduces the tripping hazard 
and the equipment can be cleared away quickly and completely, 
if required, to make room in the fire brigade hall. 

FireMaster Start
For smaller fire brigades with a low usage rate where no riding-
along system is required. The FireMaster Start hangs freely without
a foot stand. Thus no tripping hazard. Only for the starting procedure,
is subsequently removed without problems from the vehicle after
driving off. 

FireMaster Classic
A tried and tested system, if you only need to cover a short distance
from the parking position. This is the case, if the exhaust is
installed very far forward on the vehicle. No rails or the like are
necessary here. 

FireMaster Static
Likewise for smaller fire brigades not requiring automatic systems.
The exhaust extractor serves for upright extraction. No connection to
the vehicle.

FireMaster Topline
Automatic systems with the highest standard of operating ease and safety. No exit speed restrictions. Like all other systems of our company, it can be equipped with a direct drive fan for vehicle start-up. 

FireMaster Airpulse
A sleeve operated with compressed air covers the exhaust pipe
until the vehicle leaves the shop - a tried technology in automatic
operation. 

The new product label from Heinz Fischer GmbH shows the 
different systems of exhaust extraction for fire brigades.

FireMaster guarantees very good problem solutions from small
garages up to the biggest. Even solutions for fire departments at
airports are available.

The systems FireMaster Topline and FireMaster Airpulse were
tested and we got the GS-Certifications.

National and international references give you the security to
have a professional product for a long time.


